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Abstract Mental imagery is the human ability to imagine
and reason with visuo-spatial information. It is crucial for
everyday tasks such as describing a route or remembering
the form of objects. The so-called imagery debate has been
centered around the question how mental imagery is real-
ized, i.e., what structures and algorithms can plausibly ex-
plain and model mental imagery. There is, however, little
progress on a coherent theory that can sufficiently cover the
diversity of the empirical data. This article presents a new
theory of mental imagery, which in contrast to other con-
temporary theories is formalized as a computational cogni-
tive model. We will compare this theory to the contemporary
theories using two representative phenomena of mental im-
agery. We will argue that formalized theories can advance
the currently stagnant imagery debate.

Keywords Cognitive modeling · Mental imagery ·
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1 Introduction

This article presents a computational cognitive model of
human mental imagery. Cognitive modeling can be under-
stood as an approach to achieve strong AI [11] in the sense
that cognitive models aim at the emulation of human intel-
ligence; i.e., they do not only aim at the reproduction of the
outcome of a task but in particular aim at the construction of
internal structures and algorithms that directly correspond
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to those of the human cognitive apparatus. That is, a cog-
nitive model is an approximation of the mental representa-
tions and processes of the human mind. In order to build
a model of a given cognitive function a psychological the-
ory of how the human mind realizes this function is nec-
essary. A cognitive model is an implementation of a suffi-
ciently formalized and detailed psychological theory. Cogni-
tive models are evaluated by comparing their behavior, i.e.,
simulations, with the behavior of human subjects in different
experimental settings. If a model can match human behav-
ior and furthermore successfully predict human behavior for
new experimental settings, there is reason to believe that the
processes and representations of the model to some extent
capture aspects of the human mind. The goal of cognitive
modeling is the advancement of our understanding of the in-
ner workings of the human mind. One ultimate prospect of
such computational theories of human cognition is to tackle
the hard problems of artificial intelligence, which seem triv-
ial or natural for humans but remain impossible for comput-
ers so far, e.g., human-like conversation, imagination and
creativity, and consciousness.

The presented cognitive model deals with visuo-spatial
mental imagery. We experience this type of mental imagery
whenever we visually imagine objects, scenes, persons, or
routes. We have the experience of “seeing” something sim-
ilar to visual perception without the object actually being
there. Mental imagery is involved in fundamental aspects of
human cognition, such as our ability to reason about spa-
tial and visual problems. There has been a prominent debate
about the mental structures and processes underlying mental
imagery since the 1970s. This imagery debate used to essen-
tially center around the question whether the mental repre-
sentation underlying mental imagery is structured more like
a picture or more like a description. The debate has not yet
converged towards a conclusion, but, in fact, both main op-
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ponents see the status of the debate to be strongly in their
favor [5, 8], while others propose both traditional theories to
rely on fundamentally wrong assumptions [14].

This article will give a brief overview of the contempo-
rary theories of mental imagery and then introduce a new
theory and its computational cognitive model. Using two im-
portant phenomena of mental imagery, we will compare the
new theory with the contemporary theories regarding their
explanatory and predictive power.

2 Theories of Mental Imagery

There are three main theories of mental imagery: the quasi-
pictorial theory, the descriptive theory, and the enactive the-
ory. The first two are the traditionally opposing accounts in
the imagery debate. We will briefly review the three theories
regarding their core assumptions.

Kosslyn (e.g., [4]) has primarily shaped the quasi-
pictorial theory and elaborated it in a framework containing
several subsystems. A core assumption of the quasi-pictorial
theory is the existence of a depictive mental representation
in which mental images are generated, inspected, and ma-
nipulated by processes also used in visual perception. The
mental image is depictive in the sense that spatial properties
of what is imagined are represented by the spatial properties
of the representation itself, e.g., the distance between two
points is represented by distance within the mental represen-
tation. Mental images convey their meaning via resemblance
to what they represent.

The descriptive, or propositional, theory is most promi-
nently proposed by Pylyshyn (e.g., [8]) as a null-hypothesis
to the quasi-pictorial theory. Essentially, it states that there is
no need nor sufficient evidence for a special, i.e., depictive,
mental representation of mental images. This means that
the phenomena of mental imagery can be accounted for us-
ing non-analogical, description-like mental representations,
which are assumed to underlie all high-level cognitive func-
tions. The descriptive theory is extended with the concept of
tacit knowledge [7]. Tacit knowledge is the (subconscious)
knowledge of what visual perception is like. It is used dur-
ing mental imagery to simulate the behavior of visual per-
ception, e.g., imagining a given stimulus means simulating
what it would be like to visually perceive that stimulus.

The enactive, or perceptual activity, theory transfers con-
cepts of active vision to mental imagery. Thomas [14]
sketches how enactive theory can explain mental imagery.
Contrasting the other two theories, enactive theory rejects
an explicit mental representation of mental images and
instead proposes implicit representations called schemata.
Schemata can be understood as subconscious processes that
guide the recognition of an object during visual perception,
e.g., which saccades are made to recognize a given object as

that object. Mental imagery is explained by the execution of
the respective schemata in absence of what is imagined, e.g.,
seeing a cat even though it is not there. In that sense, mental
imagery is the enactment of the visual perception of what is
imagined.

3 Attention-Based Quantification Theory

The attention-based quantification theory (ABQT) is a new
theory of visuo-spatial mental imagery (previously de-
scribed in [12]) that is implemented as a computational cog-
nitive model. In order to understand how the theory pro-
poses mental imagery to work, we have to take a look at the
proposed relationship between visual perception and mental
imagery.

3.1 Visual Perception as Abstraction—Mental Imagery as
Concretization

The theory is based on the following assumptions about vi-
sual perception. Visual perception is understood as a process
of abstraction. When we perceive a scene, we go through
several attention shifts, e.g., saccades and micro-saccades,
which result in the recognition of the visual features of the
scene and its objects, e.g., lines, edges, and spatial relations
between objects. These visual and spatial features are con-
crete in the sense that they are metric. For example, making
a saccade along the edge of an object reveals the edge’s co-
ordinates in space. Given a set of recognized features, we
can identify the object and its properties, e.g., qualitative
size. Similarly, spatial relations are derived from a map-
ping of metric information, i.e., saccades between objects,
onto qualitative spatial relations. When we later remember
a scene from memory, we do not explicitly remember the
exact metrics but the qualitative interpretation of that scene.
Figure 1 shows a simple example of this abstraction in visual
perception.

We can use qualitative information to reason. For exam-
ple, we can decide which of two animals is larger if the
associated qualitative sizes differ, but we need quantitative
information if the qualitative sizes cannot be distinguished.
Inferring that an elephant is larger than a mouse is faster
than inferring whether a mouse is larger than a hamster [3].
We propose that mental imagery is used in the latter case to
make the concrete metrics of the respective shapes available
to allow a quantitative comparison of the two animals. That
is, mental imagery is the re-creation of one concrete instance
of a scene based on its abstract description from long-term
memory. Concluding, the purpose of mental imagery is to
allow reasoning with concrete information.

The ABQT states that a mental image is based on ab-
stract (qualitative) descriptions which are successively made
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Fig. 1 Example of abstraction
in visual perception. Attentions
shifts, e.g., eye movements, lead
to the recognition of objects and
spatial relations in a scene. The
initially quantitative
information, e.g., visual features
with coordinates, is abstracted
to one qualitative interpretation

concrete through the execution of attention shifts. These at-
tention shifts are partially observable as spontaneous eye
movements. The process of making abstract information
concrete is called quantification. Quantification uses our im-
plicit knowledge of visual perception. The mappings of at-
tention shifts to spatial relations as well as to visual features
and objects are used “inversely” during mental imagery. At-
tention shifts corresponding to a given shape are retrieved
and the metrics of that shape are made conscious through
the execution of the attention shifts. This process underlies
the experience of “seeing” mental images.

3.2 Computational Cognitive Model

The computational cognitive model described in this section
is an implementation of the attention-based quantification
theory. The model consists of two long-term memory and
two working memory components. There is a general long-
term memory which stores explicit qualitative information
and a visuo-spatial long-term memory which is specific to
visual perception. The latter contains not consciously acces-
sible, implicit knowledge about how to perceive objects and
spatial relations during visual perception. There is a general
working memory component that initially holds a qualita-
tive description of a to-be-imagined scene and successively
requests the quantification of its qualitative content. This
quantification is realized by the other working memory com-
ponent: the visuo-spatial attention window, which executes
attention shifts and thereby makes implicit information ex-
plicit and available for further processing.

In the following, we describe the functionality of each
component of the model. Figure 2 shows an example of how
the components interact during the imagination of a scene.

The long-term memory (LTM) holds qualitative informa-
tion. It is structured as a directed graph. The nodes represent
scenes, objects, and parts of objects. The edges are part-of
relations. Each node can contain properties, e.g., qualitative
size of an object, and spatial relations to other objects. Dur-
ing mental imagery, the working memory (WM) queries the
LTM for a given scene and retrieves the scene node and all
its immediate child-nodes, which are the objects present in
the scene. At a later point additional information, e.g., the
parts of an object, i.e., its child-nodes, can be retrieved sim-
ilarly when necessary.

The working memory (WM) contains qualitative infor-
mation retrieved from the LTM as well as quantitative in-
formation retrieved from the visuo-spatial attention window
(VSAW). It is structured as a directed graph. The nodes are
temporarily extended with quantitative information. During
mental imagery the WM successively requests quantifica-
tion of the objects and spatial relations of the to-be-imagined
scene. For this purpose the WM inputs the label of an ob-
ject/spatial relation and if available additional qualitative
and/or quantitative information to the visuo-spatial long-
term memory (VS-LTM).

The visuo-spatial long-term memory (VS-LTM) holds in-
formation about (a) how to look at a scene in order to recog-
nize visual features which form familiar objects, and (b) how
to map attention shifts to spatial relations. This information
is used automatically during visual perception. During men-
tal imagery this information mapping works “inversely”:
A given label of an object is mapped to a set of vectors.
These vectors represent the attention shifts that are used to
recognize the object. Similarly, the label of a spatial rela-
tion is mapped to a vector; this vector represents an atten-
tion shift associated with the spatial relation. The VS-LTM
receives input from the WM and outputs to the VSAW.

The visuo-spatial attention window (VSAW) executes at-
tention shifts during visual perception and mental imagery.
During mental imagery the VSAW receives vectors as in-
put from the VS-LTM and executes these as attention shifts.
This process makes the implicit information of the VS-LTM
explicit. The resulting quantitative information, e.g., metric
visual features or a quantitative spatial relation, are returned
to the WM. The VSAW is implemented by a pair of coordi-
nates and a transformation function. The latter shifts the co-
ordinates according to the vectors given as input. This trans-
formation is a spatio-analogical process, i.e., shifting from
one coordinate to another goes through all the coordinates
in between. This is rooted in the assumption that the VSAW
employs motor processes of visual perception, e.g., to ex-
ecute eye movements, which are physically constrained in
this way.

4 Comparison of the Theories

In this article, we will focus on two prominent phenomena
of mental imagery: mental scanning and mental reinterpre-
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Fig. 2 Exemplary run of the model for a mental image of the stimulus
from Fig. 1. First, the shape information of house is quantified. Second,
the spatial relation left-of is quantified. This assigns a location to tree.

Further steps would be the quantification of the shape information of
tree and if necessary a retrieval and quantification of further parts of
house or tree

tation. These phenomena are particularly interesting as they
are both complex phenomena that have been the subject of
many empirical studies. Furthermore, they show both the di-
versity and the problems of the respective explanations of
the contemporary theories.

4.1 Mental Scanning

Mental scanning is the process of shifting attention between
two parts in a mental image. Many studies have shown that
the time of this scanning process increases linearly with
the distance between the two parts (e.g., [1]). The so-called
mental-scanning-effect is consistent with the quasi-pictorial
theory’s assumption of a depictive mental representation.
Mental scanning is the successive shifting of attention on the
mental image and subject to the inherent metrics of that im-
age. The descriptive theory accounts for these results by pos-
ing that subjects use their tacit knowledge of what it would
be like to visually scan the stimulus. The respective reaction
times are simulated according to how long subjects believe
it would take to visually scan the given distance. The enac-
tive theory accounts for this phenomenon with its assump-
tion that the execution of schemata during imagery is (at

least partly) subject to the same constraints as during visual
perception, i.e., scanning longer distances takes longer than
shorter distances during perception. The ABQT explains the
mental-scanning-effect similarly to the enactive theory as
the VSAW is hypothesized to engage motor processes used
in visual perception, e.g., eye movements.

It is, however, the special cases of mental scanning that
reveal the complexity of the phenomenon. One such exper-
iment is reported in [10]: subjects studied a map similar to
the one shown in Fig. 3 and afterwards imagined the island
as a mental image. When scanning between the different en-
tities, there was a significant effect of the distance signposts
on the scanning time, i.e., the route with the distance sign-
post 80 resulted in longer scanning times than that with the
distance signpost 20 despite the fact that these implied dis-
tances are inconsistent with the actual stimulus, in which
both distances are equal.

For the quasi-pictorial theory to be able to explain this
result either the depictive representation would have to be
distorted compared to a normal mental scanning task or the
speed of the inspection process would have to be adjusted
accordingly. It is unclear how any of the options would be
realized.
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Fig. 3 Island stimulus similar to the one used in [10]; the “80” and
“20” signposts indicate the distances between the hut and the tree and
between the hut and the water well, respectively. Note that these im-
plied distances are obviously inconsistent with the actual metrics of the
stimulus

It is also unclear how the enactive theory could explain
such results given that an enactment of the visual perception
of the island should not show these differences in scanning
time.

The descriptive theory interprets such results as evi-
dence for its tacit knowledge hypothesis and against the
quasi-picture hypothesis. The result allegedly shows that the
mental-scanning-effect is cognitively penetrable,1 i.e., it is
not a result of the (depictive) format of an underlying mental
representation but can be manipulated by a subject’s belief,
i.e., a subject’s tacit knowledge. The actual mechanisms are,
however, not explained.

The explanation offered by the model of the ABQT can
be understood as a hypothesis about how cognitive penetra-
tion of mental imagery tasks comes about in general. The
distance signposts are encoded in the qualitative spatial re-
lations, i.e., the 20 signpost could encoded as, for example,
water well—upper right of, near—hut. The quantification
of these spatial relations is realized through the execution
of different vectors by the VSAW, i.e., upper left of, far is
mapped to a longer vector than upper right of, near by the
VS-LTM. As the VSAW’s execution of a vector takes more
time the longer the vector is, the model shows the observed
difference in reaction times.

4.2 Mental Reinterpretation

Mental reinterpretation is the discovery of a second meaning
of an ambiguous stimulus using only a mental image of that
stimulus. The literature shows that some stimuli are rela-
tively easy to reinterpret mentally while others are relatively
hard unless subjects are given hints about the necessary ref-
erence frame transformations. Figure 4 shows one example
of each type of ambiguous stimuli. The “mirrored 2” repre-
sents a class of relatively simple stimuli made up of basic

1Cognitive Penetration is explained, for example, in ([8], p. 161).

Fig. 4 (Left) The duck-rabbit is hard to reinterpret mentally unless
hints regarding the reference frame are given [6]. (Right) Most subjects
can mentally reinterpret the right side of the heart-shaped stimulus as
a “2” [13]

geometric forms and alphanumeric characters (mostly used
in [2]). The successful reinterpretation of the duck-rabbit
(and similar stimuli) usually requires either implicit hints,
i.e., examples of ambiguous stimuli that require the same
reference frame transformation, or explicit hints, i.e., “the
back could be the front of another animal” (e.g., [6]). The
challenge a theory of mental imagery has to face is why and
how some stimuli are reinterpretable mentally while others
require certain conditions.

Quasi-pictorial theory argues that, for example, the duck-
rabbit is hard to reinterpret mentally because the constituent
parts of the mental image keep fading so fast that a suffi-
ciently complete “image” cannot be inspected and therefore
not be reinterpreted [4]. This explanation can account for the
difference between the duck-rabbit and less complex stimuli
like the “mirrored 2”, but it does not explain how and why
the reinterpretation of the duck-rabbit improves with im-
plicit and explicit hints. Furthermore, such an initially unex-
pected rapid fading of the parts of mental images makes one
wonder about the consequences for other mental imagery
tasks with similarly complex stimuli, e.g., mental scanning.

From the perspective of the descriptive theory the dif-
ficulty of mental reinterpretation for stimuli that are easily
reinterpreted during visual perception weakens the hypothe-
sis of a depictive mental representation and thus supports the
null-hypothesis of a description-like mental representation.
The relatively easy mental reinterpretation of more trivial
stimuli can be attributed to inference processes based only
on descriptions and not depictive information [9]. No con-
crete statements about how hints facilitate mental reinter-
pretation or how exactly trivial stimuli are reinterpreted are
made.

The enactive theory proposes the difficulty in reinterpret-
ing the duck-rabbit stimulus to result from the fact that sub-
jects only perceive the initial stimulus as, for example, a rab-
bit. During mental imagery they subsequently enact the vi-
sual perception of the rabbit, i.e., employing schemata lead-
ing to the interpretation of the stimulus as a rabbit, inhibit-
ing the option of “seeing” it as a duck [14]. This explana-
tion omits the mechanisms of reference frame hints and only
briefly suggests that less complex stimuli like the “mirrored
2” might be dealt with differently due to a specific familiar-
ity with alphanumeric characters.
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The ABQT poses that the difference in how easy or hard
stimuli can be reinterpreted mentally lies in their represen-
tation in working memory. More complex stimuli, like the
duck-rabbit, consist of several distinct parts (nodes), e.g.,
nose, ears, with semantic labels and spatial relations be-
tween them. In contrast, the “mirrored 2” stimulus can be
represented by one or two parts (nodes) and does not it-
self have a clear semantic label. These two properties, i.e.,
number of parts and meaningful labels, determine the dif-
ficulty of mental reinterpretation. During mental imagery a
stimulus is quantified part by part. When the quantitative
information of a part is available there is the possibility of
a (re-)interpretation just as in visual perception (see Fig. 1).
This (re-)interpretation is constrained by the current context.
During mental imagery the WM already holds a qualitative
interpretation of the whole object whereas during visual per-
ception this final interpretation is just then created. The rein-
terpretation of the “mirrored 2” is easier because there is no
explicit semantic label of what the initial stimulus is and few
or no other parts have to be considered in the interpretation.
Note that a subset of the visual features of the “mirrored 2”
corresponds to the visual features of 2. In case of the duck-
rabbit the quantified shape information of, for example, ears
could in principle be interpreted as beak. But that part is al-
ready labeled as ears in WM and, furthermore, beak does
not fit with the other parts of a rabbit and also does not fit
at the back (as specified by the current spatial relations) of
any animal. The implicit or explicit hints that improve suc-
cessful reinterpretation of the duck-rabbit give precisely the
information how to alter the spatial relations of the parts in
WM or to abandon the current interpretation of the parts al-
together (“the back is the front of another animal”) and thus
facilitate the necessary reinterpretation of each single part.

5 The Future of the Imagery Debate

In conclusion, we want to argue that the lack of progress to-
wards a solution of the imagery debate is rooted in the lack
of formalization of the contemporary theories. The insuf-
ficient formalization results in a detrimental vagueness in-
herent even to fundamental assumptions, for example, the
undefined nature of a quasi-picture or the open issue of
how tacit knowledge is stored and employed. Generalizing
the problems of the contemporary theories with respect to
the discussed mental imagery phenomena, we identify three
major shortcomings of not adequately formalized theories:
(1) vague conceptions are often not testable and therefore
cannot be refuted empirically; (2) given vague core assump-
tions it is possible to generate nearly arbitrary additional hy-
potheses to explain new (otherwise possibly contradicting)
empirical data; and (3) individual phenomena can be ac-
counted for with specific assumptions, whose consequences

for the explanation of other phenomena and the overall the-
ory remain unclear.

Computationally implementing psychological theories as
cognitive models enforces a level of detail that abolishes the
mentioned shortcomings. An implemented theory of men-
tal imagery can develop transparently and achieve further
progress by driving empirical research with its more con-
crete assumptions and predictions. The empirical testing can
in turn suggest concrete adjustments and refinements of the
model. For example, as elaborated above, the ABQT was
able to provide more detailed accounts for the discussed
phenomena than the contemporary theories. Furthermore,
the explanations lead to clear predictions, e.g., the crite-
ria posed for the difficulty of reinterpretation, which can
be tested in future empirical research to either confirm the
theory or suggest adjustments. We therefore believe that the
paradigm of cognitive modeling has the power of getting the
so far divergent imagery debate out of its deadlock. The pre-
sented model of the attention-based quantification theory is
a first step towards this goal.
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